**Quasicrystalline Wickerwork, parts 1 – 4 / Technical manual**

**Title of the module, parts 1 – 4:** “Quasicrystalline Wickerwork”, abbreviated form: QW

**Subtitles and sizes of the parts 1 - 4:**
- QW part 1: Wickerwork graphic, also called the large graphic, 120 x 120 cm
- QW part 2: Introduction board, 85 x 120 cm
- QW part 3: Description booklet, 30 x 30 cm
- QW part 4: Symbol board, 60 x 85 cm

**Mounting of the parts 1 - 4:**

The creative reasons for the arrangement sketched at the top are given by reasonable font sizes (see also: presentation) with regard to a general view.

I would prefer wall hanging compared to a free-standing mounting system, because the latter could compromise the compactness of the overall picture.

In some exhibition rooms wall fixation is not possible, but then, in general, sliding ledges for mounting wires are provided. It is planned to use aluminium frames and, in an adapted style, a semi-detached bookrest, which is independent from wall fixations.

**Frames of part 1, 2 and 4:**

For a touring exhibition, solid frames with an elegant but neutral design are always suitable.

Magnetic aluminium frames (see [www.halbe.de](http://www.halbe.de)) for the large graphic and for the two boards could be prepared in the same sizes as specified at the top.

Prints on aluminium Dibond material without frames in the same size also give a good style, but they are expensive and much more sensitive.

**Booklet and bookrest, part 3:**

The booklet has five chapters; each chapter fills one page in the size 30 x 30 cm in English and another one in German language. If the booklet is flipped open, its size is 60 x 30 cm, and then the equivalent pages are vis-à-vis. The pages are printed and laminated on both sides, and are pierced and affixed at the sloped desk with U-shackles.

The bookrest has an iron pedestal, with a vertical bar and a sloped desk. The desk fulfill the place below the symbol board and the minimalistic construction let the four parts of the module appear as a functional package. The bookrest could be prepared.

**Printing, data conversion and online presentation:**

- The image file “QW part 1 Wickerwork graphic” with 8180 x 8180 pixels width and a size of 4.4 MB is a “hard-edge” png format. Before converting, printing or publishing please use a scrim diffuser (photoshop, gaussian scrim diffuser) with maximum 1 pixel radius.
- The text files of the boards (QW part 2 and QW part 4) and of the booklet (QW part 3) are posted in word format. Prints with a light-grey background or coloured prints should be the work of a graphic designer.
- For the online presentation, the four files should be converted into the PDF format.